Each round consists of several processing steps, including one that depends on the encryption key itself. A set of reverse rounds are applied to transform ciphered text back into the original plaintext using the same encryption key. The process is explained in Figure 1. -->High-level description of the algorithm:
1 KeyExpansion-round keys are derived from the cipher key using Rijndael's key schedule.
II.
Initial Round 2.1 AddRoundKey-each byte of the state is combined with the round key using bitwise XOR.
3 Rounds 3.1 SubBytes-a non-linear substitution step where each byte is replaced with another according to a lookup 
III.
Twin Key:
The key plays an important role in rotation for encrypting and decrypting data. The concept of twin key enhances the dynamic property of Algorithm. Twin key is a type of key which is inverse of itself. Reason for developing twin key some constraints need to be satisfied for the dynamic row shifting:  Both the sender and receiver should have the initial row shifting key as well as inverse with them.  If we change something in one key and the same change is applied to the inverse key then they still retain the twin keys property, but the change should be specific.
Twin Key Structure
Rijndael has been standard by the NIST as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). This makes the AES essential and necessary for protection of data. We propose to reconfigure the structure of the advanced encryption standard (AES), especially in constant rotation and replaced it with variable rotation using a single key that can be used for both ciphering and inverse ciphering. The twin key structure with Dynamic rotation makes the -Shift rows step‖ a stronger encryption stage as compared to others step in AES algorithm. Now to explain the working of twin key structure ,we will use two variables S n (Serial Number) and K n (Key value). The structure of the key is such that S n and K (n+8)%16 have same value. This helps the key to be used for both encryption and decryption. This twin key can have around 2^16 combination and changes are also not fix or in any pattern
We can also change this key with any values but some constraints must be followed: 1. K n , Key value should be ranging from 0 to 15. 2. The value of S n should be equal to K(n+8)%16 .
The key is generated by an algorithm which uses three real time variables and a constant number. The three real time variables can be any variable like day, month, year or we can even synchronize our ciphers to hour, minute and second. The constant number is any random number which will provide stability to the formation of key which will help in rotation of state in AES. Let us consider three real time variables to be r 1 , r 2 and r 3 .We now give the algorithm of generating the twin key: 1. consider Key[] = {8 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 15 , 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7} and constant number = 1234(random). 2. Take integral value of r 1 , r 2 and r 3 3. Now integer i= (r 1 +/-r 2 +/-r 3 +/-constantkey) % 8. 
Three Level Key (Dynamic Property)
The major problem in Rijndael's AES is the static property of the key. Now using the three level key structure along with twin key implementation helps in making AES dynamic. The three levels are: 1. Fixed key or static key as in Rijndael method. 2. Twin key .
Constant number(Random number).
Fixed key performs the same function as in Rijndael method but now there is only first time that this key is to be exchanged , after that no real key exchange is required. This key can be exchanged by any method because hack of this key will still require an extra to crack the real text.
Twin key structure as explained above is to be synchronized with decrypter using real time coefficients. Both encrypter and decrypter knows what real time coefficients is chosen. Both can generate their own key which will be similar and hence can be used in either encryption or decryption.
Benefit of using a constant number is to maintain the ease of access to the cipher. It will act as endless port numbers, with each number fixed for a particular user. This helps in increasing the range of values that can be used for dynamic AES key.
3.3Benefits of twin key
First of all , it is a key that can be changed easily unlike Rijndael method, as the change is to be made in self's method only ,the change at other site will be done automatically according to synchronization. It is easy to form a dynamic key because our new row shifting key can afford changes. As, they are same or twins and after any change can retain their properties (means twins property).Even a small change in the key brings a huge change in the text.
IV. Comparison Of Twin Key Aes With Rijndael Aes:
For comparing the rotation in Rijndael AES and Twin Key AES, we have used the SAC (Strict Avalanche Criterion) test. The strict avalanche criterion (SAC) is a generalization of the avalanche effect. It is satisfied if, whenever a single input bit is complemented, each of the output bits changes with a 50% probability. The SAC builds on the concepts of completeness and avalanche and was introduced by Webster and Tavares in 1985.
The impact of twin key structure can be measured by an Strict Avalanche Criteria (SAC) that is clear if, when an input is changed slightly (flipping a single input bits) the output changes, as shown in the following tables. The end result in table 1 demonstrate Avalanche effect SAC is achieved more rapidly in twin key AES than AES in second round with SAC 51%, while the SAC for AES is completed in third round. And total bit altered is 650 in DRAES which is greater than AES with 580 bit altered. plaintext constant (a)AES Table 2 (a)(b) shows the impact of one bit key change with plaintext constant in AES and Twin Key AES. The end result in table 2 demonstrate Avalanche effect SAC is achieved more rapidly in DRAES than AES in first round with SAC 54%, while the SAC for AES is completed in second round. And total bit altered is 769 in DRAES which is greater than AES with 571 bit altered.
V.

Conclusion:
With Dynamic rotation for advanced encryption standard DRAES using the Twin key is stronger than rotation that occur in AES, that mean that Rijndael is more secure and physically powerful with twin key structure when compared to Rijndael with constant rotation as publicized from results of Strict Avalanche Criterion(SAC) test.
